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Fractional P & M maps are constructed in a framework of harmonic analysis, linking 
fractional projective tensor algegras to algebras of absolutely convergent Fourier 
series. c 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let X, , . . . . X, be locally compact Hausdorff spaces. The projective tensor 
product of C,(X, ), . . . . C,(X,) is the Banach algebra 
where the elementary tensor g, 0 . .. @ g, is the function defined by 
g,(x,)... g,..,(x,); the norm offs V, is the inhmum of C Iall taken over 
all representations (*), and multiplication is the usual pointwise multiplica- 
tion of functions. General tensor products in modern contexts of functional 
and harmonic analysis were pioneered by A. Grothendieck [4] and 
N. Varopoulos [6-81. Fractional tensor products implicitly appeared in 
studies of multilinear extensions of the classical two-dimensional Grothen- 
dieck inequality [ 1, S] and later gave rise to the solution of the ‘p-Sidon 
set’ problem [2]. A basic link between harmonic analysis and V, was 
provided by the so called P & M maps [6, pp. 96-971. In this paper, after 
making precise the notion offractional projective tensor products, we con- 
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struct in a framework of harmonic analysis the corresponding P & M maps 
whose existence settles a question suggested by Varopoulos. 
We start by framing some basic definitions. Fix a positive integer J. 
Let 6 = (S,, . . . . S,} be a collection of subsets of { 1, .., J}. For each 
jE { 1, . ..) J}, denote its incidence in 6 by 
Z(j)= I{KjES,}I. (2) 
Enumerate 
s, = (% 7 ee.9 h(u)), 1 < tl, < . . . <UK(#), J&I = K(a), a = 1, . ..) N. (3) 
We take X1 = ... = X, = X, and define projections z,: X’ + A?), 
a=1 , . . . . N, by 
%(X1 3 ..‘, XJ) = (x,,, . . . . xaK(J. (41 
Define the projective tensor product relative to 6 
L a a=1 
IIg,,II m < 1, a = 1, . . . . N, A= 1, . . . , (5) 
and equip it with pointwise multiplication and the quotient norm- 
infimum of C Ia,1 over all representations. When Z(j) z Z for all 
jE { 1, . ..) J}, and K(a) = K for all a = 1, . . . . N, V, is said to be a J/K-fold 
projective tensor product; indeed, this terminology is justified by results 
in [Z] and 13, Chap. 21. When Z= 1, V, is of course the usual N-fold 
projective tensor product. This paper deals with the case Z(j) > 2, 
Jo { 1, . . . . J}. 
P&M MAPS 
Let L = C,“= 1 K(a). For each m E { 1, . . . . L} we determine /3,,, and r,,, such 
that 
8m-1 
m= C K(I)+r,, 0 c r,,, < K(B,), 1< 8, < N, K(O) = 0. (6) 
I=0 
The collection of sets C( = {A’,: 1 < a <N}) gives rise to an equivalence 
relation: given m, n E { 1, . . . . L}, we write m N G n when 
as per enumeration in (3), (7) 
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i.e., when the r,th element of Sbm is the same as the r,th element of SPn. 
Let El, . . . . E, be the resulting equivalence classes. Enumerate 
E, = (j, > .. . . j,,,,), jE { 1, . ..) J>, j, < ‘. . < .i,(.j,T (8) 
and denote 
F= (J Ej- {j,}. (9) 
j= 1 
We now take X to be a compact abelian group, and define a map 
M: C(XJ) + C(X”) by 
Mm,, ..., x,)=f 
( 
1 x,, ...> mFE, x, j2 .f-E CW). (10) 
l?lGE, 
Next, we define a map P: C(X”) + C(X-‘) by 
= XI - c X/Y . . . . x,, - c XI, . . . . Xl, ..., XL > 
n dx,, 
/EE,-(11 /tE,-{j,) 
t 
IE F 
t 
I-th coordmate 
1E-F 
(11) 
,,-th coordmate 
where dx is the normalized Haar measure on X. Note that 1, . . . . jr, . . . . J, 
denote the first elements in E,, . . . . E,, . . . . E,, respectively, as per enumera- 
tions in (8). The following is an easy consequence: 
LEMMA 1. PO M is the identity map on C(XJ). 
Denote 
P=((T,(x), . ..) z,(X)):XEXJ)), (12) 
which, under coordinate-wise group operations, is a compact subgroup of 
xK(‘)x . . . x XK(“‘). Let fe C(X”), and write its Fourier series 
f- c mY7 (13) 
j’E (2)‘ 
where .? denotes the character group of X. The following is a consequence 
of the definition of P. 
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(14) 
We denote by RG the restriction map from C(X”) onto C(XG), and 
designate fi= R, 0 M. Now take f~ C(XG), let f be any continuous 
extension off to XL, and write Ff = PJ 
LEMMA 3. p: C(X”) + C(XJ) is well defined. 
ProoJ By appeal to basic facts (e.g., [S, Chap. 21, observe that 
if f and g in C(X”) agree on XG, then p and 2 agree on 
(JQG = ((T,(Y), . . . . rJy)): y E (2)“). Lemma 2 implies the assertion. 1 
Let A(X) denote the usual Banach algebra of functions with absolutely 
convergent Fourier series. 
LEMMA 4. (i) fi is a bounded linear map from A(X-‘) into V, ; (ii) B 
is a bounded linear map from VG into A(XJ). Moreover, ~II@([ = ljall= 1. 
Proof: Letf=C,.c2jJ3Wy CYEc~f Ip(y)I = 1. Applying M, we obtain 
Mf(x, 3 . . . . XL) 
=yc~f)J3w Tl(Y)(XlY ...? X,(l)) . ..~N(Y)bK(J- l)+ 13 .-a? XL). (15) 
Applying R, to (15), we obtain 
JxfW= c P(Y)zl(Y)(zl(x))...tN(y)(z,(x)), X~X", (16) 
YE (W 
which, in view of the definition of V,, implies (i) as well as [[fill = 1. 
To establish (ii), it suffices to take an “elementary tensor” in V,, 
and verify that IIpf IJA < 1. To this end, take the canonical extension 
r=g,o ... og,, 
and observe that the action of P on f consists of L - J successive convolu- 
tions resulting in 
Ff= c gl(zl(Y))...g,(z,(Y))Y. (17) 
YE (.w 
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Applying the assumption I(j) 2 2 for every Jo { 1, . . . . .I\, we iterate the 
multilinear Holder inequality, as in [3, Lemma 2.41, 
and thus obtain (ii) as well as 11811 = 1. 1 
It is clear that 
V, = RG[ V,,,(XK(‘), .. . . A-“)]. 
Given a E X, consider the “hyperplane” in XL 
(19) 
z7(E,;a)= 
i 
(x,, . . . . X,)EXk c (20) 
mt El 
Let (a,, . . . . a,) = a E XJ, and define 
U(G; a) = f!) 17(E,; a,). (21) 
j= I 
We consider the functions in YN(XK(‘), . . . . /IFN’) that are constant on the 
level “hyperplanes” defined by (20) 
v,,(G)= {fE VN(XK(‘), . . . . JeN’ ):f(x)=cp(u),xEn(G;u),uEXJ}. (22) 
Lemmas 1 and 4 imply the following. Suppose f E C(X”) is a restriction of 
fc C(X”) h’ h . w IC IS constant on the level “hyperplanes” given by (20) 
Rx) = cp@), xEzqG;u),uEXJ. 
Then, feVa if and only if SEA. Moreover, IlfIjvz=\Iqlla. We 
summarize: 
THEOREM 5. &I is an isometry of ,4(X-‘) onto R,[VN.,csj] (a closed 
subalgebra of Vs). 
Remark. The 3/2-fold projective tensor algebra VJi2 (the case J= 3, 
G = (( 1, 2), (2, 3), (1,3)) ) appeared implicitly in Varopoulos’ proof 
demonstrating the failure of a general three dimensional Grothendieck-type 
inequality [S]. Indeed, a major step in that proof was to establish the 
existence of functions in C(X3) that were not in V,,,; such functions 
were randomly produced in Varopoulos’ paper via the Kahane-Salem- 
Zygmund probabilistic estimates [S, pp. 90-961. Explicit constructions of 
fe wf’) - v3,2 can be produced by the P&M maps of this paper: let 
~EC(X’)-,~(X~), and takef=fiq. 
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